NEW!

BigPacker
The professional farm packer
– efficient, easy to maintain and gentle on the eggs –

BigPacker – professional egg collection every step of the way
By adding a farm packer to the product
range, Big Dutchman has completed its
portfolio for professional egg collection in
cooperation with Moba, the world’s
leading manufacturer of egg grading and
packing equipment.
To be able to offer our customers every

thing from one single source, we now
provide BigPacker, a high-quality farm
packer with many great advantages. These
include a high net efficiency as well as
very smooth handling of the eggs. BigPacker
is available in three sizes. We also offer an
automatic tray stacker as an option.

Let our advisers and the Moba experts,
who will be responsible for commissioning
and service, inform you about all
advantages of BigPacker.

Continuous egg flow: the eggs reach the farm
packer on wide rollers without egg-to-egg
contact, thus ensuring safe transport
A clever technology guarantees that the eggs
are aligned in the same way before they enter
the carousel

The dropset gently places the eggs in the trays
Horizontal carousel system for optimal egg
transport and reliable printing

Capacity
Cases per hour
Eggs per hour

BigPacker 40
40
15 000

BigPacker 55
55
20 000

BigPacker 70
70
25 000

Preliminary cuts for installation of a
continuous inkjet printer

The advantages at a glance
✔	use of high-quality materials, such as
stainless steel and industrial plastics;
✔	simple control and management
system;
✔	easy access to areas that need to be
cleaned or maintained;
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✔	uniform and compact size (4327 x 2502
mm) with curve to the left or to the
right, straight or with 180° curve;
✔	worldwide service network;
✔	
long service life.
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✔	high net efficiency: no waiting for the
sixth egg to complete a row of the tray;
✔	the thought-out technology can be
operated by just one person;
✔	gentle handling of the eggs all the
way to the tray;

